Dear Don, David,
I would like to put myself forward as a nominee as OIX chapter Board General
Member Representative.
In answer to the 5 points you suggested, please see my responses below.
•
What are the key opportunities you see for the OIX UK Chapter in
2018?
The key opportunities I see for the OIX UK Chapter in 2018 will be in securing
consensus amongst market participants as together we navigate the
introduction of GDPR, the progression of Open Banking and PSD2,
and of course, the impacts of the Brexit process as they unfold.
•
How will you demonstrate your commitment to the work of the chapter
in terms of resources, focus and leadership?
I will demonstrate my commitment to the work of the UK chapter through
proactive participation that builds the good name of OIX. I will make
myself available for the in-person board and executive committee
meetings in London (four or more a year). And moreover, between
those meetings I will dedicate time and energy to take action on
tasks agreed which further the aims of the chapter.
•
What would you like to see accomplished, and how do you plan to make
these things happen?
In terms of accomplishments for 2018 I would like to see the UK chapter gain
a greater voice in the mainstream of the IT sector and other core
sectors especially in areas where the importance of interoperability
and digital identity is least understood. I would do this by establishing
and maintaining regular interaction with journalists and analysts who
cover those topics.
•
What resources will you and your organisation bring to help the chapter
attain its goals?
To help the UK chapter attain its goals I and my organisation, Mvine Ltd, will
make available our considerable executive-level business networks
through which to extend the awareness of OIX. I will also provide
resource time in terms of communications specialists able to bring
practical help to OIX UK team.
•
What current or past experiences, skills, or interests will inform your
contributions and views?
My contributions and views will be informed by my current membership of
WCIT, and of its charitable and pro bono activities which can be
summed up as members “giving something back”.
In addition, my contributions and views will be informed by the complementary
interests of my organisation insofar as I can bring knowledge and
understanding of the market, market trends, sectorial expertise and

connections with existing and emerging players who might benefit
from membership of OIX.
I can confirm that I am a member in good standing
My seconder will follow in due course
Best regards
Frank Joshi
Director
Mvine Limited
T: +44 208 392 4820 | M: 07976 278841 | E: frank@mvine.com

We believe that growing the digital economy relies on digital
identity.
And growing the adoption of digital identity relies on user consent. In a
word - TRUST.
Learn more at mvine.com
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